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Falkirk Council 
 
Questions on modern studies and citizenship 
 

1. What proportion of your schools offer Modern Studies as a discrete subject in 
BGE?  
 
8 out of 8 

 
2. What proportion of your schools offer an integrated Social Studies Course in 

BGE? 
 
4 out of 8 

 
3. In what proportion of your schools does PSE/PSHE curriculum cover 

citizenship in S1 – S3? 
 
100% cover aspects of citizenship. 
 

 
4. In what proportion of your schools does PSE/PSHE curriculum cover 

citizenship in S4 – S6? 
 
100% cover aspects of citizenship. 

 
Senior Phase 
 
[NB please note these questions relate to whether your schools provide the following 
qualifications, as opposed to whether pupils attending your schools access these 
courses in other schools or in colleges] 
 

1. What proportion of your schools offer a Modern Studies National 3 qualification 
in Senior Phase? 
 
  6 out of 8 

 
2. What proportion of your schools offer a Modern Studies National 4 qualification 

in the Senior Phase? 
 
 100% 

 
3. What proportion of your schools offer a Modern Studies National 5 qualification 

in the Senior Phase? 
 
100% 

 
4. What proportion of your schools offer a Modern Studies Higher qualification in 

the Senior Phase? 
 
100% 
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5. What proportion of your schools offer a Modern Studies Advanced Higher 

qualification in the Senior Phase? 
 
3 out of 8 (but available to all schools through consortia arrangements) 

 
6. Has the provision of qualifications at any of these levels fluctuated over the 

past five years? If so, please specify. 
 
The general trend is that pupil uptake of Modern studies has increased across 
the Local Authority. There has been a subsequent increase in the range of 
qualifications offered. 

 
 
Staffing 
 

1. What proportion of secondary schools in your area have at least one full time 
specialist modern studies teacher (or equivalent of at least 1 FTE)? 
 
100% 

 
2. What proportion of the modern studies specialists in schools in your area are 

teaching in permanent posts?  
 
100% 
 

 
3. Has the number of permanent posts in modern studies changed in the last 5 

years in your area? If so, please provide details. 
 
There has been no decrease in any school and the number of teaching staff 
employed in Modern studies has increased in 4 out of 8 schools. There is a 
particular increase in the demand for dual qualified staff eg. Modern Studies & 
History.  

 
4. Of the secondary schools in your area that offer discrete Modern Studies 

classes in BGE, roughly what proportion of these classes are taught by a 
specialist modern studies teacher? 
 
100% 

 
5. What proportion of secondary schools in your area offer Modern Studies 

qualifications of some form? Within this proportion, do you know the extent to 
which these classes are taught by a specialist modern studies teacher? 
 
100%.  Taught by subject specialists in all schools. 
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6. Are there any specific challenges in your area at present in relation to the 
recruitment of modern studies specialists? Has this become easier or more 
challenging over the course of the past 5 years? 
 
There has been no significant fluctuation.  There are no current unfilled 
Modern Studies posts.   
 
Most schools state preference for attracting dual qualified staff to Modern 
Studies posts.  
 
Some concerns that integrated delivery in BGE would restrict pupil exposure to 
subject specialism and have a resultant impact in uptake in S4. 
 

 
 
General comments (optional) 
 

1. What could help to improve the quality of teaching and learning in modern 
studies in your education authority area?  
 
Greater resourcing commitment from other agencies, such as elected 
members, police and prison service, to enhance the pupil experience in the 
area of Modern Studies and citizenship in general.  
 
Work undertaken to strengthen staffing subject support networks across the 
local authority. 
 

 
2. Are there any other comments you would like to make to inform the 

Committee’s work? 
 
None of note regarding Modern Studies specifically.  
 
Greater concern over Business Studies and Computing Studies noted. 

 
 
 
 
 


